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INSERT PLAGUE IMAGES / LEPTOSPORISIS


Perhaps you think I jest. It’s beyond serious, it’s CRIMINAL. Leptospirosis diseases KILL or you suffer. I did. D’u ne manière ou d’une autre, la peste va vous prendre! Soit son Yersina Pestis ou Leptospirosis.

IMAGES OF COCO BAY

The journey here began innocently enough. I was on the last legs of the Malaysian - Misadventure. Basically as I have come to understand squalor is a mind-state paradigm here. The journey was not successful or happy. I was exposed to -

Les Malais Je veux dire sans manquer de respect, mais appelons une pelle une pelle sont sale sale.
Again no disrespect as the amount of doctors that I saw have told me the same thing in regards to COCOBAY RESORT - PORT DICKSON. I mentioned Cocobay and they shudder. All the staff shuddered. But I do have to mention that FILTH it’s pretty endemic here in Malaysia. The videos are revealing- you have never seen anything like this. Well in context I have but as a drive by – one does not inhabit the La Bas - one drives by it. Windows up and air on.

The Video's document the journey. I had no idea that anything like this could ever happen and that other people actions would prove detrimental to my life. I now see that once I was infected on January 13, 2017 and the illness that caused me high fevers - body ache and massive headaches and blurred vision also damaged my ability to process this reality massive neurological . In many ways I just shut down - trying to cope with this abuse. I lived in a half world. Neither truly alive nor dead. I felt as if I was green all the time.

From the Beach bliss to hell. Add my pix.

Cocobay Resort Malaysia is a hop, skip and Jump from Kuala Lumpur but light years away from the year 2017. It’s still 1346-1353 here at Cocobay. The tale I have to tell you is a cautionary tale. History does repeat itself. Port Dickson is a place lost in time in all ways. Its heyday was in the late 1980's 30 years ago, when people flocked to the area for a little R&R making this a Malaysian Miami. But that gold rush period ended quickly and many large hotels now lie, like discarded desiccated whale carcasses. It’s known as a very "haunted" region due to the towering structures sightless in their permanent windowless, gray guano caked exteriors. They appear to stare down on you. It’s now a home to Monkeys, Rats, mice, Birds, Bats and CATS. Kochings (cats) are everywhere. Sitting on your dining table, your seats and there is always a sense of forlornness and mange from these creatures that I love. These are parasitic.

Toxic plasmodium can also be added to your menu of selected diseases.

The haunting element is real documented by many. I too saw things and felt things hard to define. So I asked the many security guards, said - "this place is creepy I think it’s haunted?" He says, "Yes many a guest is complaining of that as well. You are not alone. People are afraid to sleep here" Great just what I needed. More hoodoo to this voodoo. Let’s put the really cre-cre into the bizarre - a haunted strip of hotels that releases the plague. This needs to be a movie. But interestingly in the paranormal world haunted places are also notorious for harboring deadly diseases.

COCOBAY CONDO CURSE
https://youtu.be/76ZQEBU92-A
He has lived in desolate cities, in houses no one would inhabit which are destined to become ruins. (Job 15:28)

LES MALAISANTS SONT FOUCHES SUCCES. UN VOYAGE EN MALAISIE PEUT ÊTRE UN VOYAGE À VOTRE DÉCÈS. TABERNAC!

THE MALAYSIAN PLAGUE - Leptospirosis diseases

THE DREADED – LEPTOSPORISIS CONDOS – COCO BAY

Discovering / Confirming the LEPTOSPORISIS

Malaysia is still quite a dangerous place to live and visit and I was lured to Coco-bay Resort even after telling my acquaintance, I cannot go to a mold filled environment, having experienced the worst black mold at The Swiss hotel in Penang, Malaysia.

It never dawned on me to state and plead no exposure to vermin, rodent’s rats. Mice feces/piss etc. As to I guess, all concerned that travel, that world of rats and mice as bed mates is not considered de rigueur in our modern times. I have only seen rats in garbage in Toronto. But as a cream filling in my bed linens – no Kapiche!

I guess - well that proves that COCO-BAY MALAYSIA IS A GARBAGE DUMP. The Medical staff here though aware of the issue at COCO-BAY, are indifferent to any concern that you have. Stingy with medications - offering bizarre objections NOT to give it? Or maybe more sinister is that I am foreign and that the medicine may be for the locals as supplies though not hard to get, have to be ordered. They practice a delinquent form of medicine more related circa 1300 as per YP, the plague.
I have to write this event for several reasons. My impending death?, impairment - danger all the same - from this - the lives of others to follow . No I don’t have the plague - well - its 'A-plague' - and not contagious human to human, I am told by the now - 10 doctors I have tried to see and get help for a massive infection. That came out of no where. It does or can kill as it has no known cure - just treatment - until the veil parts. These doctors hedge their bets? But I see that it’s not laissez faire but I /we just dont care, its abject cruelty in nature. And I suppose its sadomasochistic fun to see the visitors just go crazy trying to get medical assistance, which they will deny. (Again I was told by Malaysians – Welcome to Malaysia!)

No one knew at the time exactly for sure what I was exposed to but, 01-13-17- 03-10-17. I did find out. A culinary hodgepodge of desiccated - rat feces and urine and lizard covered in mold and parasites? Which had dined on the feces - and urine.. Was now in my body. From a rat/urine infused blanket. Leptospirosis Indeed which triggers ongoing severe anaphylaxis.

https://youtu.be/SFY3Kj6Xn5Q

Madre dos dios - tuez-moi maintenant!

Caveat- Upon seeing more doctors, they said, its not "the YP plague" its a plague vector LEPTOSPIROSIS - I am exposed to. Difference being as that the critter -el rato de cocobay - does not carry "the Bubonic plague" however it does carry a ton of other diseases in situ. Since it has been 2 months since the infection and though I am very ill. NO one else is being infected by me. Is my body at risk,? Yes as I have to have an ECG - and some brain scans to see if the infection has caused a recorded damage. As the disease vector is the same - Rat- then as the rat based infections will -appear similar. High fevers, severe rashes, and illness. It includes attacks to the major organs degrees of neurological impairment. If untreated. Death, paralysis that kind of thing?

Apparently the doctors here in PD are accustomed to treat many patients with all kinds of diseases from the insect, bacteria and vermin filled world that is here. Problem I never went looking for it. It was in my bed. X2. So it’s a HOLY FKCU you experience. So no B.plague Yersina Pestis is the deadly contagious version. Per se but death rides on the coattails of any rodent exposure that is up close and personal and its associative world, a critter that has carried YP in its history. I know not much consolation. Still seeking Medical help. And it’s too late. As you see the doctors in Port Dickson are a motley crew and practice 13th. Century Medicine.

**INSERT QUACKS**

: https://youtu.be/_xt96qt28wA
Finally after 3 months I got replies back – but it’s too late. The infection is now in its tertiary stages and my heart is damaged. But Sunway Medical center after weeks of my emailing all departments responded from January 13th 2017- March 27th 2017.

Leptospirosis is in the Malaysian news every year and the news stresses its very dangerous – Reality, So any and all expats and Visitors. Be aware and inn the end stay away from Malaysia. Or come highly prepared. Get the vaccines SPIROLEPT / VaxSpiral® - usually not available in the US or Canada but you need them.

It’s not from the water or soil – it’s in your Hotel/ Condo Beds, placed there deliberately by Malaysian housekeeping staff. This is CRIMINAL! Please note that as the Malaysian Doctors will ignore you - send you on Wild goose chase and deny you their assistance 100% of the time. You will get very ill before you get better. BTW I met a man in the pool whose brother contracted Leptospirosis and died in 3 days. He says I have not seen you before today where have you been? I said sick with leptospirosis. He says and you are not dead yet? I said no, but it will happen. ? (We all die sometime.)

These are the best hospitals that can treat Leptospirosis are- But don't expect to get treated. I asked for this January 14 and got it March 28th

1. PD District Government hospital. Address: KM 11,, Jalan Pantai, 71050 Port Dickson, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia Phone: +60 6-648 7333
2. General Hospital Kuala Lumpur Address: Jalan Pahang, 50586 Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Phone: +60 3-2615 5555
3. University Malaya Hospital Kuala Lumpur Address: Pusat Perubatan Universiti Malaya, Lembah Pantai,, 59100 Kuala Lumpur, Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Phone: +60 3-7949 4422

The health ministry's deputy director-general for public health, Dr Lokman Hakim Sulaiman, is aware of the issue.
But he is not aware of it at Cocobay Resort, I guess I have to tell him.
Les politiciens malaisiens sont connus pour être endormi en permanence au volant de la vie..

Insert Pix

I did finally look at Videos on Rats and their infections and its as bad as I expected. Leptospirosis diseases in Malaysia is endemic. So far no doctor made an attempt to diagnose only saying yes, you have been exposed to a virulent
vector but we don't know what to test for. Disambiguation or just plain incompetence.

Though this info is available everywhere. Treatment is hard to get and testing is not now possible, yikes. Apparently, you have to be tested as soon as you are infected. I could not find a doctor or Hospital and began massive antibiotics. Any tests will be skewed as a result. So once again into the breach. But there is also the medical reality is to get Doxycline etc. As soon as the infection starts. Prior to any diagnosis. Which makes it a challenge to be diagnosed.

However - we have been hoodwinked. DECEIVED BY THE DASTARDLY MALAYSIAN DENIZENS


https://www.cdc.gov/leptospirosis/

https://www.cdc.gov/leptospirosis/symptoms/

https://youtu.be/SO4VFYrDQH8

https://youtu.be/yyP4VXvole0

https://youtu.be/fuC5p3PInX0

https://www.cdc.gov/rodents/diseases/direct.html

As we live in a closed world - meaning we are affected by all life forms on this planet, nothing by virtue of little in-consequence anymore. Cause and effect is more visible now. Is that Karma? So Cocobay is Karma for us humans? Interesting?

Insert Karma


A big Question. Why is human leptospirosis neglected and underreported? Leptospirosis may present with a wide variety of clinical manifestations. These may range from a mild “flu”- like illness to a serious and sometimes fatal disease. It may also mimic many other diseases, e.g. dengue fever, typhoid, viral hepatitis and other viral haemorrhagic diseases. Icterus (jaundice) is a relatively common
symptom in leptospirosis but is also found in many other diseases involving the liver such as various forms of hepatitis.

They are, therefore, often not recognized as a presenting feature of leptospirosis. Icterus may be totally absent even in some of the severe cases that present with complications involving other organ systems such as severe pulmonary haemorrhage, which develop early in the course of the disease. Such cases are being reported in increasing frequency from various places in the recent years. The diagnosis is confirmed by laboratory tests, but these are not always available.

For these reasons, leptospirosis is neglected and underreported. Is leptospirosis an endemic or an epidemic disease? Leptospirosis is endemic in many countries, across the world. It often has a seasonal distribution, increasing with increased rainfall or higher temperature. However, the disease can occur throughout the year. Epidemics may be associated with changes in human behaviour, animal or sewage contamination of water, changes in animal reservoir density, or follow natural disasters such as cyclones and floods. Fuck that shit it was in my bed. Put there by a nasty vicious MR.Goh. This was not an act of god, this was an act of filth.

What happens to the pathogenic leptospires after they have penetrated the human body? After infection, leptospires appear in the blood and invade practically all tissues and organs. They are subsequently cleared from the body by the host’s immune response to the infection.

However, they may settle in the convoluted tubules of the kidneys and be shed in the urine for a period of a few weeks to several months and occasionally even longer. They are then cleared from the kidneys and other organs but may persist for up to a year. So bitching!

https://youtu.be/SFY3Kj6Xn5Q

Madre dos dios - tuez-moi maintenant!

https://www.slideshare.net/GRFDavos/overview-on-human-vaccines-against-leptospirosis

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4442676/

Vaccines not available – SPIROLEPT & VaxSpiral ®

https://youtu.be/uXAl610ADKQ
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION • HUMAN VACCINES AGAINST LEPTO HAS BEEN WIDELY USED IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, DIFFERENT EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CONTEXTS • THEIR EFFICACY AND SAFETY PROFILE ARE GOOD • THEIR CONTRIBUTION IN LEPTO PREVENTION IN TARGET POPULATION WAS SCHOWN TO BE SIGNIFICATIVE PROPOSITION FOR GLEAN (PREVENTION PILAR) THE POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION OF A VACCINE AS SPIROLEPT COULD BE TO PROTECT PEOPLE : OVEREXPOSED DURING OUTBREAKS (RESCUE PEOPLE, FIREMAN) OVEREXPOSED BY THEIR JOB (SEWERS WORKERS) BASED ON THE FRENCH EXPERIENCE

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.4161/hv.7.11.17944

Here are some of the Medical findings. The heart has a serious? Malfunction, sitting on recorded vector that place a value to coronary heart disease - That was sudden in appearance. I do not have personally heart disease - but the family of origin does. So I take care but it’s this kind of miasma that brings a possibility into a probability.

Receiving the Bad Heart News, LUKUT MALAYSIA
https://youtu.be/-qdnKgOVtnQ
https://youtu.be/wHmHiJbtgml

Dr. Teh, March 20th 2017, upon looking at my medical history and injuries, analyzed my heart, looked at the x-rays of my jaw and abdomen. What he said was extraordinarily important. "I see, so you had untreated exposure to natures best bacterial warfare and without receiving the appropriate Medical care at the time. The infection stayed in your body and attacked your bone and nervous system, giving you massive septicemia. And causing your near death experiences. This is a lot of damage. Now your heart is damaged from exposure to Rat feces. My response, " So when I said it felt I was covered in ACID, it was a not just a verbal reality. It was reality"

Dr. Teh, continues" Which can happen again if you do not continue treatments. Your Heart is experiencing the same issues due to a recent acute infection. You are now cusping on Permanent Heart Disease.
Merci M. Goh, vous êtes vraiment putain de Bastard, je vous souhaite douleur et chagrin somptueux. Que vous mouriez de votre propre main

https://youtu.be/v_hL_zlX5uY

Les Malais Je veux dire sans manquer de respect, mais appelons une pelle une pelle sont sale sale. Et dégénéré. Si je suis en colère sa réponse correcte. Comme je suis horriblement abusé par ces malais.

I will update the condition as it develops, so that it is understood. I did not video the pox marks -with its syphilitic or plague like expression. However based on these pictures yikes they are similar to what I had. These 50 boils (the plague you are consumed) - of a variety of shapes, colors and sizes lasted for about a month and there are flare ups if I am exposed to? Touch? It could be in the water. The itching was so severe - that I used 3M scouring pads for the kitchen to scour and exfoliate these gross lesions.

I poured Dettol and Bleach on me. I went into the Sea spending hours to drain them and used sand and its minerals to help heal them. I felt disfigured. I could feel the pox on the back of my eyes. I lay in bed analyzing my body as it failed. I listed, all the sensations, as you can feel the body as it fails (I was in 4th. year pre-med, 40 years ago, so anatomy, physiology- Bio-chemistry-virology I know) - and reported to my doctor in Toronto.

I am trying to get through to my doctor in Vancouver as he was the only Doctor that had taken the time when I was last so ill in 1998. It seems that zoonotic infections are rampant. Leptospirosis indeed! The incubation period is 2 days to 3 weeks. The acute phase (approximately 7 days) presents as an acute febrile illness with symptoms including headache (can be severe and include retroorbital pain and photophobia), fever, chills, myalgia, nausea, diarrhea, abdominal pain, uveitis, conjunctival suffusion, and a skin rash. The second or immune phase is characterized by antibody production and the presence of leptospires in the urine. The icteric or severe form of the disease (Weil disease) occurs in 5%–10% of patients with leptospirosis.

Symptoms include jaundice, renal failure, hemorrhage (especially pulmonary), cardiac arrhythmias, pneumonitis, and hemodynamic collapse. Weil disease-So it's a mess.. I complained of cysts, a feeling of pressure that was on my optic nerve retroorbital pain and that when I went outside I threw my hands up over my eyes, reacting like a TV vampire - and covering my eyes -in great shock.

Can you imagine with all the care I am taking that I had to end up. Like this? Yes, I am looking for answers. But it can't be here. Malaysia will kill me faster. Canada is too far away and it has to be Vancouver. But can you imagine the horror if I say to the customs at Vancouver Airport - sorry but I have been exposed to the/a plague
and just flew - 12,000 miles in a tube in the sky? They will kill me too? I am going to get more shots - of everything - and I have the heart scan in a few hours and a brain scan coming up. Does exposure mean you have it? or ? In the end - it's more than a nightmare. How long do I have? Leptospirosis indeed! Pills and Poo. The insanity of treatment is a reflection of the filth I was and am exposed to.

**MEDICAL RECEIPTS**

I am on weekly shots of Rocephin, a week by week script of Flagl, Doxycycline, Dapson, pain killers. Many vitamins - Vit C and a calcium blend 3x a day to stop the Anaphylaxis. Some TCM herbs to offset any kidney -liver imbalances. A beta blocker for the Heart which conflicts with all these and though lowering the high Blood pressure - causing hypertension that aggravates the Anaphylaxis, which makes me swell- bloat etc.. I react by not sleeping - so Xanex - and the antihistamines a lot of different varieties. Not all pharmacies have the same nor all doctors have the same. I rest - meditate - swim in the sea and do a lot of Hail Mary's- the Maha Mitryanda - om mane pad me hom-Koranic prayers. etc.

https://www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x548673d4d3dd2435:0xd1dabef2f34c45cb2f2m19i2m21i1880i2i80i3m12i2i6m13i1bi12m221m11i12i2m21i11e32m21i11e52m21m11i4i3m17e1i54s/maps/place/st.paul%2Bhospital%2Bvancouver/@49.2801247,-123.1276379,3a,75y,315.88h,90t/data=!3m1!2sR5E-nk2_RHjmyB_CdUOK7Q?sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwje9c3ttPPSAhUHybwKHYkD30Qpx8ldjAK

https://youtu.be/6oAOcZFYdA0

Le INCREDIBLE - Vancouver - Canada - Cabinet privé unique  Droit fils Barbe Barbe est un médecin extraordinaire. Il doit être cloné car son attention au détail est exquise. Il n'y en a qu'un seul et nous ses patients exigent tant. Mais Kudos sur une vie servie si bien, pour aider les autres. Il fait une différence. Et devrait être applaudir et appuyé. J'espère le voir bientôt. À Vancouver. Comme son mon blog et je tente une intervention internationale. Je fais appel à tous. Et avertissant également le monde du danger extraordinaire que Coco-Bay - Port-Dickson - le personnel médical non formé dans cette région. La maladie des rats est aussi proche de la « peste » que vous voudriez jamais En Malaisie, il est encore une réalité Et oui, je peux encore mourir de cela Il faut un an pour enlever la maladie de votre corps.
Yes the medications that I brought are a profound what’s what of a script that I could tolerate. I did at the time go through all the normal responses you would do when you are travelling but you have not factored in Port Dickson - or its populace or its raison d’etre exist on the fringes of time. As so is its Medical support and basically anything related to this place that can support the Black Death. Or the Malaysian version Leptospirosis indeed!

Is your appetite wet as yet?. *It does go into the Mundane.* As it was a slow decline into eternal obscurity of potential death. The final chapter. The last hurrah. The videos may help. But at least I did one last deed - I tried to warn all others. This Rat feces/urine was in both condos in the beds. Leptospirosis indeed!

The videos establish el rato de cacabay, beyond any shadow of doubt

They are a few characters in this almost Kafkaesque twist (The TRIAL) of a modern tale of Horror.

I, as the victim/conqueror am Xtoph De C am I the lead or Principle Victim?

https://youtu.be/._-xPoJRxf5E
The second Mephisto - a scoundrel known as Yusuf Djuly, who callously dispatched me to this funerarium.

Pour illustrer pourquoi c'est la folie, c'est juste que ... la folie! La folie existentielle existe en tant que partie de la condition humaine.


Insert Wraith

With his minion Gollum, a bizarre character a Mr. Gho, the 3rd, ( the wraith of a housekeeper) the drunk, miserly enraged SOB who planted the toxic bedding filled with a juicy filling of Rat Feces that had festered with mold, parasites, worms and Bedbugs all waiting for the feast, my body. Stinging me to the point that it felt as if Acid had been poured all over my body. I am trying to find or take a pix of the Mr. Goh and the resemblance is quite famazing. Literally!

This is the beginning of the tale. Formally written that had no response from the Officials at CHC. For some reason I went into excruciating detail, possibly as every word recreated a moment in that time, a haunting tune of the brain, mind-vision dying. But holding on to life. I am reeling as the images that I gathered to plug into the piece actually showed precisely what I was exposed to and experienced.
So, yes, I have a rat based -plague(ish) related infection. Or its ancestral version 2017 a great x6 removed. Apparently not contagious only deadly to the victim.

Insert Dying

Dying is an intense experience and I am all alone. The doctors here say its not the YB plague as they are thinking 13th century but its 2017 and a new version may be on its way. But I will probably die, from lack of care before its a contagion. Health is wealth and the expenditure are adding up too fast. All this is not just hap-chance. The illiterate and destructive LL GOH - and the hapless Y. Djuly once combined with the coco-bay resort became the perfect triad of illness and near death. Leptospirosis indeed!
I had medical tests done prior to coming to Malaysia. To establish a baseline plus I want to get Chelation here in Malaysia and 1 clinic had asked for all this. They confirm -No history of Heart disease. No history of any disease.

The following I found as posted by Canada but not on the CHC Malaysian KL homepage.
Overall Crime and Safety Situation
Post Crime Rating: High
Coastal areas of southeastern Sabah - Avoid non-essential travel
Global Affairs Canada advises against **non-essential travel** to the coastal areas of southeastern Sabah, from the northern district of Beluran to the southern town of Tawau and all nearby islands, due to the risk of kidnapping and violence. These areas include, but are not limited to, the beaches of Sandakan, resorts along both the Kinabatangan River (district of Sukau) and the Sabahan River (district of Kunak), the islands of Kapalai, Lankayan, Ligitan, Mabul, Mataking, Pom Pom, Seligan, Singamata, Sipadan, and other resort islands off the shores of Semporna. They should add KL, Shah Alam and Port Dickson. Or just say MALAYSIA.

---

**Dear Canadian Embassy in KL,**
High Commissioner Judith St. George
Street Address:
Canadian High Commission
Immigration Section
18th Floor, Menara Tan & Tan
207 Jalan Tun Razak
50400 Kuala Lumpur
Tel.: (603) 2718-3385
Fax: (603) 2718-3311
klmpr@international.gc.ca

Please note I am very ill at this time. That for me to write this now before anything else happens. And that you understand that it is quite extraordinary. And an Experience I have never had. It is detailed so that in the event of this unknown future – I am taking the time to put it into writing in case of a greater emergency. Please bear with this – it’s maybe a ramble but I am in over my head. My Name is **XTOPH.**

I am in Malaysia on holiday. Please bear with this situation as I explain it. As some details are required due to what I am experiencing. I took this time off the past year to relax and travel around Asia. But I ran into an unexpected situation. One that may require some Embassy Finesse. I am in Cocobay Resort, Port Dickson a condo rental from January 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2017. I came here as it was close proximity to the beach.

I never saw the condo and had (mis) trusted an acquaintance named, Yusuf Djuly that I had met in December to rent the place, he did so in his name. But as I told him make sure there is no mold or anything that could potentially harm me. Insects, bacteria and the like. I had developed severe anaphylaxis while in
Toronto Canada. To the point that part of the reason and with another Doctors blessings who had tried to treat this strange affliction, that the allergies were too great and that I had to go somewhere and get over them if possible. As I became allergic to all the med's as well. A sign that I was being environmental challenged. So I came to Malaysia – Thailand – and just wandering around to get better. Recording it and writing.

My plan at this time, in Port Dickson was to go to Dumai Indonesia on the 27th of February and receive my last Malaysian chop and then go to Thailand and take a flight from Chiang Mai to Vancouver. In June 2017. I had a family doctor in Vancouver BC and wanted to go there and consult with him and see if the time away had fixed the allergies and if BC climate will be better than Toronto. All I needed was time to get better. As In Toronto the allergies had exploded into quite strong and dangerous reactions. I had never had any of these reactions before and never knew what Anaphylactic shock was. It was just words but in Toronto – it caused me to stop breathing – go unconscious and lots of drama. It may be due to age, family genetics, no one knows why you get anaphylaxis or why mine was so large an experience. I am 59 now? Age? Maybe? Or just Toronto Canada

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2016/09/07/the-bullshit-that-is-toronto-canada/

The place in Cocobay resort Block C-06 -03 was very dirty and I quietly freaked, The look on Yusuf face was sort of don't complain as it's the best I can do? Really dude? I thought okay – I will have to clean it. I bought my own bedding etc. and I settled in to relax and edit a book that I had written. But Cocobay Resort had other plans. Later –after the incident- In going from Doctor to Doctor here, as I found out this place is known by the locals to be the absolute meaning of FILTH. And to stay away. But that was only after the incident and that I was stranded. Per se. These are some of the letters to the Doctors I saw. What they reveal is what MADNESS is truly here in Port Dickson. And I will add Malaysia.

Insert - KLINIK HAMIZAHDear Doctor greatdeal4world

At 3 am on January 13th, I went to bed. During the day – I had washed my bedding and as it had rained the sheet etc. had not dried. I looked at the box of bedding provided by the caretaker a Mr. Goh who I had not met. Within maybe half an hour, I had fallen asleep and woke up screaming in pain as I had been bitten – by? It felt as if acid had been poured all over my body. I ran into the shower and tried to deal with the sudden appearance of about 50 boils – pox like blisters and hives that were all over my body. I had been somewhat disfigured and was at this time ill with fever and shaking. What I am describing is shades of the YB plague.

THE DREADED – LEPTOSPORISIS CONDO – COCO BAY
Before coming on the journey I had discussed with a doctor Dr. Anthony Chen what Travel meds to take and out think the possible bacteriological or any pathogen that I may encounter. As I was allergic to so many meds (antibiotics) I/we had to choose carefully.

It was now 4am and I was in quite the state. There was no one to call and I had to solve this emergency. I started taking Dapsone a heavy antibiotic that was prescribed in the event of such – a situation.

I took it and within a couple of hours, I started to get better. The pain went away and the fever reduced. I then turned my attention to what was in that bed and what had happened. It was now around 7 am and I was a bit delirious due to this unknown attack. I threw the blanked and sheets in a large bucket. I had bleach and Dettol and soap and the bedding in the water – turned RED. It looked like BLOOD – and there were bits of what looked like feces in it. (Rat feces is blood/red in color and when you el rato de cacabay poop you piss- instant
LEPTOSPORISIS  ) All this is gallows humor. I'm so disgusted bordering on vitriolic. I have to use Gallows’ humor to deflect the enormous pain.

So there you have the Red/Rust of the Rat Feces that was in a blanket that I had on me.

Its beyond gross – by this time shock had set in with exhaustion. I scrubbed the bed, the floor etc – put the mattress outside and fell asleep exhausted. On the couch. A few hours later – as in 8. I awoke and looked at the body damage and the absolute mess of this place.

I contacted Dr. Chen in Toronto. Contacted the Dr. in Vancouver leaving messages and also my Homeopathic Doctor in Toronto. I also had started calling the local hospital – and emailing Klinik to get directions as to what to do. But this is Port Dickson and the locals mainly only speak Malay and very little English. It was important to know where to go as to find medication etc and who could provide it. But also remember I was at this time very ill and based on the recent history of anaphylaxis. I had to be careful. I only had 2 attacks in Shah Alam of the reaction versus every day in Toronto and when I was in Thailand at the Beach. I had no reaction. Here at the beach from the 3-till the 13th I was in great shape.

I had once I was in the sea my health improved immediately. I was taking long walks etc. Beginning to run and hike etc. This may be mundane to you dear Canada. But to me it so important that I was getting better. After 4 years of great struggle in Toronto – I had finally stopped taking all these pills – allergy and whatever meds that they gave me that caused me to be so sick.

I had no replies from any PD Medical establishments – 1 reply from Dr. Chen, saying that as I was away, seek, DUH, local care and take the meds that he had prescribed. As I had a lot of these meds. I took them but I was aware that I was very ill. And from history in Canada – Dr’s had a hard time treating it – and had caused more problems. So going to a hospital / Dr.– or even getting ill was never an option here in Malaysia, though I did try and the experience here makes, any Gothic drama a Disney production. Malaysia in Port Dickson is singularly hell.

Place picture of HELL – Kashtan – Dr, ang Klinik – qualtas – the hospital

Place picture of the Gollum

Place picture of Dante’s inferno

He made absolutely no sense – and his overall condition was so bad, I was not sure what I was looking at. He was so distorted, wheeling, twisting and turning
and basically in a state of some mania. This was frightening. My best way to
describe his appearance and behavior was DOBIE, the Gollum from Lord of the
rings. Later I was told by Resort security that he was a severe alcoholic and very
unstable. So I met this man in an alcoholic rage – his unstable gait, the drooling
from his mouth – the lurching – the wild eyes the screaming. ? What was I by
renting here – exposed to. Infections- Madness?

I called the now defunct Mr. Djuly, seen in this following video. I was assisting
him in growing his business and he in turn was up to monkey business.
Due to incredibly bizarre boring and inarticulate email I had to write it in elegant
French.

https://youtu.be/mcx9ToOFE9s

SO MALAYSIAN DOCTORS ARE BASICALLY QUACKS & they are all quackers!

But the illness prevailed. Yusuf turned back up. I had stopped contacting him and
just was trying to get out and get better. When he returned Yusuf? Says lets go to
Malacca. Forever up to travel and trying to overcome whatever this was? I said
yes but the cost? He says NO Problem. Its 70.00 to rent a car – and the gas- and
food – so Maybe 200.00 Ringgits – I said okay. But the next day – February 26 he
shows up with a Driver and a car and he says, “I hurt my back. I can’t drive” My
first question was what is this going to cost? I was once again footing a large bill.
He also stated that he had hurt his back a month ago? So? Another WTF
moment! So again, unnecessary expenses to accommodate his mind? I had
tried to get him to reveal, the $ amount with the complicated situation at the
Condo I had been told $550. Per MTh for this garbage dump of infection and free
electricity. But that was not the truth. Malays like to barter and the place was a
dump. Yusuf once said to me, I am not going to pay Goh more $. I again confused -
said more $, what $ and what do I owe now?

Health is wealth I tallied the total 4500 ringgits in 2 months? Not for fun or
pleasure but Hell states, diseases and madness. Plus another 3600 on bad rents.

Multicare pharmacy PD MalaysiaReceipts for RAT -CRAP

The bizarre-attack from Goh turned out to be based on electrical usage – that was
not free and unpaid rent? None of which was real or owing. This was an alcoholic
rage and very violent. Plus by now the infection was full-blown and this contre-
temps just made it worse. Who are these people and what are they talking about?
Mr. Goh -Mr. Djuly? GILA -GILLA - GILLA!

And that was due to the illness and being bed ridden and fevers – I was in bed
more and in the cool – only able to go to the beach after the attack in the late
afternoon. So? And it turns out that Goh was even charging – from December
when I was not even there. It was and is very contentious. I had nothing to do with it per se. But I was sure being violently threatened. Goh is unable to express himself except when he is raging. And he is very VIOLENT.

Apparently Yusuf and Mr. Paul Raj, property management had to control him, by being very harsh and intimidating. But as Goh continues to rail – he may be accustomed to be using his scare tactics on other guests like myself. A kind of extortion?

All foreigners who come here may get attacked and later as I had to escape Goh and I could find nothing suitable and being so weak I rented another place – in another building. Cocobay is a very large resort. And the issues in Block C – were repeated in Block B- but smaller. I had no choice – I was / am too ill to go traveling and I am seeking aggressive medical attention to solve this now established illness.

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/02/21/the-adventure-of-traveling-the-world/

In Malacca – I became very ill – the antibiotics had finished. So I was still unaware of what had bitten me in the attack. But it was revealed in the move. Malacca was useful in making me aware that I could not go anywhere- The Visa chop – the extension to stay in Malaysia would have to be done here in Malaysia. In Malacca

I simply collapsed- the heat – the walking around – in 2 hours I was lying on the benches beneath the museum – overcome. Yusuf was looking for me as I had just wondered off to sleep. Anaphylaxis had hit and I was stiffening up. Meaning I was experiencing – a physical response from the bacteriological attack – parasitic attack that led to joint pain and stiffness. I need a tetanus shot or anaphylactic shock injection. Epi Pen injections run at 1700 ringgits. A tetanus shot is 40.00 ringgits.

I was too leave Malaysia via Dumai, Indonesia. Yusuf was going to come along as he knew the city of Dumai, plus I was unsure of my physical ability or get the extension by the 28th. On the 27th. I was in many doctors’ offices. They were on lunch or? I was told come back at 5 or 7 etc. Pm. It was just 1.30 pm. I went to Klinik Kesihatan Port Dickson and what I experienced on the phone with The Hospital and the lack of response from the Klinik it was much worse in Person. I paid my fee – and saw a Dr. who then upon listening to my analysis of events and though having the Anti- Tetanus shot, in his hand, decided to NOT give it to me – on the grounds that I could get it anywhere? I was shocked – “what do you mean. Anywhere?”

He says you can go to any Klinik in PD and they can give you any # of vaccines including Tetanus. Since this was not the case – as I had called and sent requests and got no response and prior to getting to the Kesihatan, I had gone to 3 of them near the bus station in PD – and the staff said no – GO TO Kesihatan. Dr. is not in and we don’t carry any of this stuff – or go to KL. I said I require at least a
tetanus shot, he said NO – and called a Klinik on the phone. The surrealism of it all – was to see this doctor pantomime all kinds of good news – a thumb up and say Hurry and go to Klinik Ang. They have it all- I said are you sure – this is 5 hours of a wild goose chase. He says yes I have confirmed it all.

After seeing many doctors, I found that the Doctor at Klinik Asia to be the most helpful. But he will NOT notarize any of my scripts, or give me a letter explaining that he was treating me for any infection. He has many of these documents in his possession but refuses to officially document my experience. He just said NO- your case is too complicated. Its only complicated based on all this written experience. But I am documenting it with the Canadian High Commission - who also is hands off in all situations. By the time I am done - I hope they change their mind, for all our Canadian and world traveler sakes.

PD is a slow coastal city. There are few buses – few taxis and few conveniences or niceties. The people here are so rough- I asked how to get there – The response was Get a taxi – I asked where from? They said I will call you one. Half hour goes by and no taxi. So they said go – outside on the street and get one. That has never worked for me here in PD. In KI or Thailand taxi hustle you. Here they just drive past you. When I first got to PD – we got a taxi and we had to load my suitcases and the driver came out to look and jumped back into his car and drove off. Leaving us stranded.

So I ended up walking in the heat back to town. It was now 5.30 the Klinik closes at 6pm . I finally got there – and waited to see Dr. Ang. He calls me in. I explained who I was and what I wanted and that the Dr. from Kesihatan had confirmed you have what I require. Dr. Ang says - “I did not – I told them I have to order it from Kesihatan” Go back to them and GET OUT. IM BUSY. Now I am really confused. I left – but by then it was after 6pm and I finally got a shot of tetanus from another Dr. and the other Klinik I had seen was open and I went in – told them the story and he said you need ROCEPHIN.

Rocephin is a very powerful multi spectrum antibiotic for infections related to the pathogenic world I had encountered. I was also given a lot of different other antibiotics for everything. This was late on February 28th – I took the drugs and went spiraling into side effects. They were very powerful releasing massive fevers- and the side effects were to make me dizzy and nauseas and had triggered anaphylaxis. The first few days I barely remember of early March – I knew I slept a lot and sweated and time just was lost.

I finally moved into B1 – 6 – 08 – Cocobay on March 10th.... under the Auspices of another Dark denizen- but the denizen that proved Leptospirosis.

Muniandy Manickam of Pann trans-holidays. All this you need to know, as Trust the shlock is great here. Do not ever make the mistakes I have. DO NOT COME TO PORT DICKSON OR MALAYSIA- it’s a sub reality into Leptospirosis madness.
The place was adequate. It was a corner suite lots of light and air and it was cleanish. I did ask them to clean it, again. I moved my stuff in at 2-6 am. But it quickly became critical – another horror story – the aircon had flooded the bedroom suite. Again something I had not experienced before. I started videotaping the flood and the amount of water. I actually had to put in a 6 foot baby pool that I had to contain the flood – it’s on Video. So no exaggeration.

But and this is important – I had to move the bed and it was completely rotten – it was nothing but saw dust. I had checked the mattress – but not the bed. Once I moved the bed, I was faced to face with my nemesis. What I videotaped and took pictures off was the Rat Feces. This particular feces is red/rust in color exactly the same look and color of what was in the blanket and wash-water.

March 25th. There is more to this tale, as I temporarily stuck here. I have to clean scrub bleach- take drugs and suffer till it’s past. I am still hunting for treatment. I still have to prevent COCO-BAY - GOH - DJULY FROM HARMING ME! I want all my $ refunded from all the rents – and Medical expenses.

This ain’t over till – the cow jumps over the moon.
https://youtu.be/TVEmNcKcC9Y


https://www.google.com/maps/dir/''/cocobay+resort+malaysia/@2.4432622,101.7896705,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m8!4m7!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x31cdf7a6c6ee8e3b:0xf52d3be5f4eb1030!2m2!1d101.8597111!2d2.443264

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2016/09/07/the-bullshit-that-is-toronto-canada/
https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2015/11/10/this-more-some-of-the-work-still-online/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death

https://youtu.be/-ej-XsOT5awhttps://youtu.be/6-BK7bo50-s


https://www.allsingaporestuff.com/article/most-haunted-hotels-in-malaysia/


THE BIZARRE CONTINUES - https://youtu.be/jX476DFYgOs